Case study

Automatic Systems Slim Lanes with Customer Clever facial recognition.

University of Exeter Sport
Security set up with facial recognition and membership system provides
the University of Exeter with improved customer experience and increased
security.
Background
The university of Exeter is home to some of the best
sports facilities in UK universities. Over the past decade
Exeter have invested in excess of £25 million in the
creation of the highest quality training environments,
resources and services for the development, coaching
and playing of sport. To match this high standard, they
needed a good quality security system for their sports
facilities.

Situation
The University of Exeter have had a long-standing
relationship with Omega since they installed the entrance
control system at the Russell Seal Fitness Centre. After
five years of high volume traffic the turnstiles were
beginning to need increased maintenance and coupled
with the need for improved access control they decided
on a complete overhaul. The university decided they
needed a more aesthetic and up to date security system
that would improve the customer journey.

We have built a stong relationship over the years
so there was no reason to look elsewhere”

Automatic Systems SlimLanes with Customer Clever
facial recognition.

Neil Sheppard
Assisstant director of sport operations

security redefined...

The Solution
Due to our strong relationship, Omega Security Sytems were the first choice for the University. Working
in partnership with our facial recognition company Customer Clever, Omega implemented the solution
by providing an entrance control set-up of Automatic Systems SlimLanes which provided a sleek, stylish
and modern look to the installation. Customer Clever then provided highly accurate, secure and fast
access control with easy enrolment and simple operation. The system is also integrated with Xn Leisure’s
membership system, which was an important consideration for the university.

Outcomes and impact
The University Sports Office implemented the system leading into their busiest time of the year, yet
Omega installed the entrance barriers and controls with very little fuss. The solution has provided them
with a quicker access experience for their customers as well as tighter controls on who is entering the
facilities.

Next steps
Omega have been working with the university and Customer Clever to iron out any post installation
issues. All parties are looking forward to continuing the excellent working relationship in the future.

The installation team were very quick,
professional and communicative on the
processes... they provided the physical
solution we were expecting on time.”
Neil Sheppard
Assisstant director of sport operations

Summary
Omega Security and
Customer Clever have
ensured that customers at
the facilities pass through
using their own card.
Omega and Automatic
Systems have installed
a modern, stylish and
effective entrance control
system.
The solution has improved
customer experience at the
sports centre.
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